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TEKLA 44: only one series, everybody finds his style 

 
TEKLA 44 is the newest AVE wiring accessories series designed to reduce 

costs and offer maximum flexibility, design and technologies for every need. 
 
 
TEKLA 44 wiring accessories series is a precise choice from AVE, to meet its most 
demanding customers who love the details. In addition to its strong commitment to 
technology, AVE focused on aesthetics, offering refined designs, especially in materials, 
combining tradition, innovation and, above all, celebrating the personality of those who match 
them with their home interiors, as a true signature of style. 
 
TEKLA 44 has been designed to reduce costs without sacrificing quality. Thanks to the 
exclusive softness of its dark tone, its matt black moulded elements fit with discretion in 
every interior. Installers, as well as end users, can save money by relying on a complete 
range, which makes it possible to satisfy all system requirements. In addition to the 
traditional elements that make up the system TEKLA 44 proposes also lightable toggle 
controls, USB sockets, shuko sockets, international standards sockets, RJ11 telephone sockets, 
TV sockets, RJ45 data sockets, anti-blackout lights and step marker lights, electronic 
thermostats and Chrono-thermostats, all perfectly coordinated with each other. 
 
Only one series, everybody finds his style. Innovation for AVE means technology, design 
and exaltation of lifestyles. Thanks to the universal S44 support, when the TEKLA 44 products 
are already walled, you can choose and install different types of front plates in order to satisfy 
the frequent last-minute requests of final customers. This means more flexibility during 
building phase, but also more freedom for architects and designers, who can offer all the S44 
aesthetics and AVE technologies in combination with the TEKLA 44 series: 
 

•! Retro designs: the past is in fashion. TEKLA 44 born in conjunction with AVE retro 
collections, that retrieves toggle controls’ system make it topical again through front 
plates in aluminium, glass, Corian (New Style 44) and wood (England Style 44). The 
missing touch to give a new meaning to interior design. 
 

•! Ave Touch, the light in a tap. AVE makes touch technology a daily reality offering 
different design solutions. TEKLA 44 is the ideal system to complete electrical system 
with touch front plates in glass (Vera Touch), aluminium (Allumia Touch), and in 
moulded (Young Touch). 

 
•! Traditional front plates, a stylish choice. To complete a traditional electrical system 

you can choose through front plates in metal (Zama 44, available also in paintable 
variant), in glass, wood and aluminium (Vera 44), in moulded (Young 44, Moulded 44) 
and with customizable front plates (Personal 44). 

 
•! TEKLA 44 is also home automation. The new wiring accessories series matches 

perfectly to KNX technology and AVEbus proprietary system allowing to create 
advanced systems, in line with the living’s evolution. 

 
Flexibility and costs’ scalability. The wide range of TEKLA 44 elements allows to create 
modern environments and to customize them according your own tastes and needs. All AVE 
S44 front plates – from plastic version to top front plates in glass and wood – are 
compatible with TEKLA 44. It’s very easy to find the perfect combination to meet aesthetics 
and costs’ requirements of each customer. 
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Choosing TEKLA 44 means choose professional products that are exclusively reserved to 
professionals of electrical sector. TEKLA 44 is the result of a highest know-how in this field, a 
concrete experience matured alongside architects, technicians and installers in order to offer 
maximum flexibility, combining it with materials, technologies and advanced solutions. All at a 
very affordable prize. 
 
TEKLA 44: only one series, everybody finds his style. 
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